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Abstract - Blockchain has recently emerged as a

fascinating technology among others providing compelling
features about data integrity, security, throughput. Also, a
distributed database which maintains a continuously
growing tamper proof data structure blocks which holds
batches of individual transactions. This paper explains the
concept of blockchain and how it is being implemented
among various areas like cloud, big data, IOT and so on. This
inherits mainly for improving security, data integrity,
privacy on transactions, performance, stability, storage and
so on. Although the feature of blockchain technologies may
bring us more reliable and convenient services, the security
issues and challenges behind this innovative technique that
we need to concern.

Blockchain derives a peer to peer network
A peer-to-peer (P2P) network in which
interconnected nodes ("peers") share resources
amongst each other without the use of a centralized
administrative system

Key Words: blockchain, cloud computing, big data, IOT and
security and privacy.

1. INTRODUCTION
Block chain is a growing list of records called blocks
which are linked and secured using cryptography.
Each block typically contains a cryptography hash, a
timestamp and a transaction data. A hash is a unique
digital signature generated cryptography which links
the two subsequent blocks to form a chain. Basically, it
is a decentralized ledger used to securely exchange
digital currency, perform deals and transactions.
It acts as a distributed public ledger. Each block
typically contains a hash pointer which links it to a
previous block, a timestamp, and transaction data. By
design, blockchains are inherently resistant to
modification of the data. They are typically managed by
a peer-to-peer network collectively adhering to a
protocol for validating new blocks.

1.1 Blockchain Applications
Bitcoin is the first application of blockchain, is a
digital and global money system currency. Each
address has two important pieces of cryptographic
information, or keys: a public one and a private one.
The public key, which is what the "bitcoin address" is
created from, is similar to an email address; anyone can
look it up and send bitcoins to it. The private address,
or private key, is similar to an email password; only
with it can the owner send bitcoins from it. Because of
this, it is very important that this private key is kept
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secret. To send bitcoins from an address, you prove to
the network that you own the private key that
corresponds to the address, without revealing the
private key. This is done with a branch of mathematics
known as public key cryptography. The blockchain
gives internet users the ability to create value and
authenticates digital information.
Smart contracts -Distributed ledgers enable the coding
of simple contracts that will execute when specified
conditions are met. Ethereum is an open source
blockchain project that was built specifically to realize
this possibility. Still, in early stages, Ethereum has the
potential to leverage the usefulness of blockchains on a
truly world-changing scale. At the technology’s current
level of development, smart contracts can be
programmed to perform simple functions.

Chart -1: Operations on consensus Algorithm

The primary node sends the pre-prepare messages to
everyone in the network, all nodes except for the one
who drops out reply the message to primary node. The
message will be like signatures, sequence number etc.
The node accepts the pre-prepare message, it follows
up sending the prepare messages to everyone on the
network, which shows the nodes are in prepared state.

2. Properties of Blockchain

Then the receiving nodes with prepare messages sends
a commit request to everyone which expects f+1 reply
message where f indicates byzantine faults. if client
receives the same f+1 reply then it considered being a
valid and finally it indicates the correct response for
the request.

Table -1: Sample Table format

The security issues and challenges behind the
blockchain technologies that brings us more reliable
and convenient services. This discuss about the
different applications in blockchain and the services
they offer to overcome the challenges. The applications
that involves in this technology are digital currency:
bitcoin, smart contracts: Ethereum, Hyperledger so on.
the security issues and challenges that deals with are
fork problems, majority attack occur in mining process,
scalability on blockchain, cost problem. Finally, it
concludes that blockchain is a hot trend which
improves and overcomes current issue by
implementing with its technologies and prevents
impact to current systems.
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Fig -1: Performance Evaluation

the reliability of the blockchain can be guaranteed by
the above algorithms to a certain extent, the
throughput, delay and block generation etc cannot be
solved well simultaneously. In these schemes, the data
security depends on computing power. So, it is difficult
for consortium blockchain to be applied widely. BFT is a
classical consistency algorithm for distributed systems.
3. CONCLUSION
As the core of blockchain, the consensus mechanism
has been studied widely, and different consensus
mechanisms are required to support the blockchain
systems in different application backgrounds [21]. In
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consortium blockchain, the computing overhead is
reduced, and the centralization trend is avoided by the
consensus of PBFT effectively. However, it performs
poorly in the system with a large number of nodes due
to the frequent view change and huge network
communication. To solve these problems, a new
efficient consensus mechanism, CDBFT, based on credit
evaluation, has been proposed. The simulation results
show that the communication overhead and the
participating probability of exception nodes are
reduced greatly, and the efficiency of system is
improved by credit, vote, reward and punishment
mechanisms of CDPBF in the consensus process.
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